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Abstract. The paper examines the problem of textual/cultural dynamics linked to the issue of semiotic literariness, to be further investigated by the authors in later papers on literary semiotics. This scientific project aims to get closer to reaching an adequate disciplinary identification for semiotics of literature and a relatively precise definition of the status of this field in relation to semiotics of culture. The first step for the project is to reveal the interrelationship between text and culture using the notion of dynamics that can be reconstructed from a historical perspective through some essential components of Formalist and Structuralist theory (Tynyanov’s ‘function’, Jakobson’s ‘dominant’) and also works by Lotman (the ‘text–culture’ relationship) and Bakhtin (‘dialogue’). The notions of inclusiveness/integration, distancing and hierarchization, leading to transformation, are interpreted in some detail in the context of these theories. On these grounds, three basic categories of the analysability of textual/cultural dynamics are set up with the indication of further aspects of the dynamic function: (1) mediation; (2) transposition; (3) temporality–spatiality. The suggested classification and the implied conceptual segmentation are expected to contribute to a synthesis between “Structuralist” and Peircean theoretical and methodological orientations in semiotic literary studies. This also reveals the need for a coexistence of approaches (a) moving from particular cultural fields (literary culture tradition) towards general semiotics of culture, and (b) returning from universal transfield concepts to literary
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culture, including the historical traditions both in art (object-level) and its scientific interpretation (meta-level).
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**The preliminary – setting the task**

Thinking of text dynamics – which is called for by fresh cultural phenomena, serving as a constantly renewed challenge in the development of new conceptualizations and interpretations in literary semiotics (the semiotics of literature) – is impossible without going back to the basics. But what are these basics? What factors count as the most essential ones when treating the problem of text dynamics characterizing literature? And how can we define with at least some precision the scope and field of cultural semiotics in general and within it (or overlapping with it) the place of literary semiotics in particular? Even an approximate answer to these major questions might depend on how text dynamics is understood as related to literature and to the emergence of all of the cultural products in which *semiotic literariness,* i.e. the *semiotic nature and features of the literary text* can be revealed. In the long run, these inquiries are expected to enhance the opportunity of giving an adequate disciplinary identification of literary semiotics and find its status in relation to cultural semiotics. This might also provide an opportunity of grasping the *semiotic literary nature of cultural texts* emerging as a result of transmedial translations from pure literary texts *par excellence* (given in the verbal medium) or cultural products pertaining to other sign media. To set the research aims and perspectives of this paper with greater rigidity – in an age of intense orientation towards cultural transmedial transpositions and multimodal cultural productions, partly *on the basis of,* partly *in the simultaneity of the coexistence with* literary book culture (cf. Backe 2015; Mandell 2015; Alexander 2011) we should pose the question of the disciplinary identity of literary semiotics correctly, by defining the nature of *semiotic literariness,* to find it either in traditional book culture or in trans- or multimodal cultural texts.

---

1 For the concept of ‘literariness’ in Russian formalism, see Eichenbaum 2001: 1065–1066. Cf. Segal 2011: 83–85; Balcerzan 2016. By ‘semiotic literariness’ we mean literariness to be defined through its semiotic quality developing within the framework of semiotic systems.
Text and culture from the perspective of the set aim of the investigation

As the suggested return to the “basics”, the interpretation of some crucial aspects of the conceptualization of dynamics in the joint context of thought on the literary text, and on a more general cultural episteme, is required. The reason for this lies in the literary-historical fact that the theoretical roots from which the problem of dynamics emerged in this joint context, treating both the literary text and culture as a whole, can be traced back to Russian Formalism. Returning to Yurij Tynyanov’s *On Literary Evolution* (1927) and Jakobson–Tynyanov’s joint manifesto (1928), as well as to Jakobson’s communication model and his definition of the poetic function, while not ignoring his concept of the dominant, might seem like a repetitive and superfluous retaking of a well-trodden path. Proceeding along these lines has seemingly exhausted the research potentialities in certain directions, and has already supplied semiotic investigations with essential information and conclusions.

The most significant highlights in this respect occur in three interrelated fields relevant to the problem-posing of the present paper. The first concerns the formulation of a new conviction in Russian Formalism (with its further development within the framework of Czech Structuralism and the so-called “Russian Theory”; cf. Zenkin 2004), revealing itself in the shift from the qualification of the literary text by ignoring its true and many-faceted dynamic nature to the conceptualization of text as a dynamic whole (Hansen-Löve 2001). The second field is related to the explanation of the strong methodological impetus that the Russian Formalist and Czech Structuralist conceptualization of cultural dynamics (and its creative reworking by Juri Lotman and the Tartu–Moscow School of Semiotics) gave to the birth and development of the semiotics of culture, including the semiotics of literature (Salupere, Torop 2013; Kroó in print). The theoretical issue connected to the third field of clarification is closely linked to the first two, being a logical consequence of the Tynyanovian–Jakobsonian definition of dynamic culture, namely that the concepts of text and culture in certain respects become analogous. What is more, culture as an overall paradigm must, by necessity, include literary texts and these can be interpreted only within the much more general framework of cultural paradigms (cf. Lotman 1975, 1988; DeJean 1977; Portis Winner, Winner 1976). It is obvious then, that this realm of research tradition (the Russian Formalist School, Czech Structuralism, the Tartu–Moscow School of Semiotics and their permanent reinterpretations in ever newer critical metatexts – cf. e. g., Danow 1986; Avtonomova 2009; Gherlone 2016) is a must in the further treatment of the problem of dynamics within literary and cultural semiotics.
Our intention in this paper is to provide a reaccentuation of this particular critical heritage by going further in revealing the analogous nature of text and culture. It is essential to scrutinize this problem again in a historical critical context (from the point of view of the semiotics of literature and culture serving as a genetic context), by grasping the exact instances of the literary textual and overall cultural dynamics, in order to check if the textuality of the general cultural paradigm and the cultural nature of the literary text entirely coincide or show individual traits or features that can be mutually translated on the plane of theoretical metalanguage. To determine the status of the semiotics of literature within cultural semiotics we need to observe the extent of the validity of the analogy between the literary text and culture as text. If the analogy proves to work too well, then it will be impossible to define the literary text as a specific cultural construct with the trait of semiotic literariness. If the possibility of the identification of this trait is lost, literature cannot be recognized, and, what is equally important, this kind of semiotic literariness cannot be analysed and evaluated in a multimedial construct or transmedial translation/transposition. In this case we should note that there is no such scholarly episteme which can be called literary semiotics/the semiotics of literature.

Reformulating the task in methodological terms – reversing the track

Before turning to the study of the theoretical aspects through which the relationship between the concept of text and culture was developed in the context of the interpretation of their dynamic quality (or interpreting the implicit understanding of this relationship in theoretical research beginning with Russian Formalist thinking), in this section of our paper we identify a methodological strategy for our proposed investigation.

Roman Jakobson and Jurij Tynyanov’s article (Jakobson, Tynjanov 1987[1928]), linking certain cultural series to the whole body of culture, did not ignore the importance of the separate treatment of the particular series interacting within culture. Taking literature as the major research object, the “system of systems” is meant to be “the correlation between the literary series and other historical series”, which “has its own structural laws”, without the investigation of which “the question of a specific choice of path, or at least of the dominant path of evolution” cannot be solved when there are “several, theoretically possible, evolutionary paths” (Jakobson, Tynjanov 1987[1928]: 30–31). Without the “disclosure of the immanent laws of the history of literature (and language)” it is impossible to define “the character of each specific change in literary (and linguistic) systems,” – “it would be methodologically fatal to consider the correlation of systems without taking into account the immanent
laws of each system.” (Jakobson, Tynjanov 1987[1928]: 30–31). The immanent analysis of a specific series and the correlative investigation of the “isolationist” interpretations of the adjacent series to understand the “system of systems” (culture in the sense of the “series of series” as a complex correlation) constitute a basic premise accounting for the evolutionary dynamics of both, a specific branch of art as a series and culture as an overall system. The main issues in the understanding where this double perspective cannot be ignored concern the tempo and the variability of the evolution of a series within the cultural whole.

Tynyanov’s idea had already appeared in his article “On literary evolution”: “[...] the study of literary evolution is possible only in relation to literature as a system, interrelated with other systems and conditioned by them. Investigations must go from constructional function to literary function; from literary function to verbal function” (Tynjanov 1971[1927]: 77). By “verbal function”, the idea of the interrelationship with everyday communication is implied, whereas the “constructional function” of the literary work is understood as “the interrelationship of each element with every other in a literary work and with the whole literary system” (Tynjanov 1971[1927]: 68). Lotman (2009: 133) would reformulate the principle of the inseparability of the immanent and correlative analyses in a more general context when relating this double methodological claim to culture as a whole:

The dynamics of culture can be represented as neither an isolated immanent process nor the passive sphere of external influences. Both these tendencies are realised in conditions of mutual tension from which they cannot be abstracted without the distortion of their very essence. Intersection with other cultural structures may be achieved in a variety of ways.

When we turn to evaluating Formalist theory and the resulting development of cultural semiotics, including the forms of its self-description, the main tendency which can be identified – even if evidently taking a reductionist view – is the movement from the immanent to the correlative context (cf. the shift from the interpretation of a particular cultural series – in our case, literature, which was the initial and major research object of Russian Formalist theory – to the conceptualization of a broader cultural domain). The shift was present not only in the third phase of Russian Formalism with its transfiguration into the spirit of Jakobson and Tynyanov’s famous manifesto (Hansen-Löve 2001), but has appeared also in later proceedings in this domain. The strengthening of cultural semiotics as a discipline or a disciplinary field within semiotics2 also unambiguously demonstrates this direction.

2 On the dilemma of semiotics being a discipline, see Sonesson 2008; on the definition of cultural semiotics, see Torop 2015.
The logic of this development is mirrored in one of the crucial attempts of the metatexts of culture to find universal concepts and operational tools through which the various branches of art (as Tynyanov would put it: cultural “series”) can be understood and explained, as belonging to the more general category of culture. In this way, they can be interpreted with their explicit or implicit relatedness to one another through a scientific metalanguage which at the same time allows researchers to see all these cultural patterns as having a place within the framework of broader cultural contexts (taken to the extreme, within Culture as a whole). In this spirit, semiotics of culture has launched its internal project, interpreting cultural phenomena by bringing into being methodological and conceptual transfers from one cultural field, with its scholarly interpretation, to another. To this methodological logic belongs extending the scope of narratology into various cultural domains (e.g. visual culture, music, cf. Wolf 1999; Ryan 2001; Wolf, Bernhart 2006; Kress, Leeuwen 2006; Heinen, Sommer 2009) and to the cultural phenomena of intermediality/transmediality (e.g. Elleström 2016; Thon 2016; Bruhn 2016). Mythological decodings may also combine cultural products of various fields (Toporov 1978; Piatigorsky 1993; Freidenberg 1997; Lotman, Uspensky 1978; Meletinskij 2000) alongside narratological explanations and the interpretation of the function of symbols3 and tropes in general. The chronotopical system, discernible in all cultural texts where there exists narrativity, also offers the opportunity of applying a common approach in the interpretational processes. Last but not least, we can also take the text for such a universal category transcending a particular cultural field.

Accordingly, the analysability of culture in its various parts and manifestations calls for the conceptualization of text as an operational tool. Pyatigorskij (1996) stated in his “Notes from the 90s on the semiotics of the 60s” that the notion of the text introduced in Lotman’s *Lectures on Structural Poetics* as a fundamental notion of semiotics, played a crucial role, and at the same time, conveyed the notion of the “neutral” in relation to literature as the research object of semiotics. It was precisely the text which gave the opportunity to Lotman “to move from literature to culture as a

---

3 For Juri Lotman, “symbol serves as a condensed programme for the creative process. The subsequent development of a plot is merely the unfolding of a symbol’s hidden possibilities. A symbol is a profound coding mechanism, a special kind of ‘textual gene’. [...] A symbol always has something archaic about it. Every culture needs a body of texts which serves the function of archaism. Symbols cluster here thickly and with reason because the core group of symbols are indeed archaic and go back to pre-literate times when certain signs (which are as a rule elementary space-indicators) were the condensed mnemonic programmes for the texts and stories preserved in the community’s oral memory. Symbols have preserved this ability to store up extremely long and important texts in condensed form” (Lotman 1990: 101, 103).
universal object of semiotics” (our translation – K. K., P. T.; cf. Pyatigorskij 1996: 55). Pyatigorskij puts emphasis on the fact that, whereas literature is an “organic research object”, culture proves to be a “metanotion, i.e. a term used for description (and self-description), which can be applied in any description whatsoever, including here the fact of the description of something as culture. (In the latter case culture ceases to be a metanotion.)” (Pyatigorskij 1996: 55). Pyatigorskij here discusses not simply the idea lying behind the definition formulated in the Theses (Lotman et al. 2013[1973]), according to which “[t]he fundamental concept of modern semiotics – the text – may be considered a connecting link [объединяющим звеном] between general semiotic and special studies such as Slavistics” (Lotman et al. 2013[1973]: 57). He underlines that while literature represents an “organic research object” (belonging to semiotic realities), the notion of culture can also be interpreted as belonging to the level of metalanguage as an abstract notion. However, as stated in the Theses, “[s]cientific investigation is not only an instrument for the study of culture but is also part of its object” (Lotman et al. 2013[1973]: 77). At the same time, the Theses explain that it is necessary to make a distinction between “the investigator of culture” and its “carrier” – for the investigator “the text appears as the carrier of integral function [целостного значения]”, while from the point of view of the other position “it is the carrier of integral meaning [целостной функции]” (Lotman et al. 2013[1973]: 57–58). The example of the notion of text in this way demonstrates how the use of this universal concept serving as a “connecting link [объединяющим звеном]” between general semiotics and the studies of particular cultural fields (cf. ‘series’) may in fact be related to various phenomena (culture and metaculture) and also to various points of view in the interpretation (e.g. the researcher and the native consumer of culture).

The explicit programme of cultural investigation (with its implicit semiotic orientation) launched by the Formalist and Czech Structuralist theory and methodology can be considered successful in cultural semiotics, thanks to the further generalization of universal notions (text, narration, mythology, tropes, chronotope, etc.), on the basis of which appropriate analytical operational tools have been developed for studying a great variety of cultural phenomena within the framework of the general notion of culture. These universal categories (notions and terms) gave 4 Cf. “В лотмановских Лекциях огромную роль сыграло введение понятия «текст» как фундаментального понятия семиотики и, одновременно, как понятия нейтрального в отношении её объекта, литературы. Именно «текст» дал возможность Юрию Михайловичу перейти от литературы к культуре как универсальному объекту семиотики. Но литература – это органический объект, а культура – это метапонятие, термин описания (и само-описания), применимый, в принципе, к любым описаниям, чего бы то ни было, включая сюда и факт описания чего-то как культуры. (В последнем случае культура перестает быть метапонятием)” (Pyatigorskij 1996: 55).
flexibility to the metalanguage of cultural semiotics, heightening its capacity to serve in the many-faceted analysability of culture taken as a polyglot system, which at the same time sets cultural texts in a communicative space and renders different cultural phenomena comparable.

Remembering again Tynyanov and Jakobson’s, as well as Lotman’s, call for highlighting the significance of the so-called “immanent” analysis of the individual cultural “series” and culture as a whole, it is worth taking a fresh look at the condition of the contemporary semiotics of culture from this particular point of of “immanent” analysis. In this context, the notion ‘immanent’ by no means suggests that the research object (in our case literature) should be studied as a self-contained cultural entity. On the contrary, when Tynyanov (1971[1927]) stresses that literature is a complex system, and it is in this historical system that each literary work finds its place, this entails that the credo of immanent analysis implies the study of the complexity of how a literary element may belong to a literary system taken as a whole (for a detailed interpretation of the immanent approach, see Kroó 2018). This is revealed in Tynyanov’s well-known differentiation between the two kinds of function of the literary component (an element with literary quality, i.e. with the implication of its literariness), the auto-function and syn-function (Tynjanov (1971[1927]: 68)).

If the problem is elevated from the plane of the semiotics of text and textual corpuses (the literary history of literary texts) to that of semiotic research, i.e. it enters the domain of the semiotic analysability of literature and literary history, then the immanent analysis of literature should be understood as including the semiotic study of literary historical traditions (genres, discourse types, plots, characters, styles, etc.) at the level of the research object. At the same time, the study of the history of the traditions of the wide range of scholarly descriptions (literary study as having history, i.e. being a historical system) is also involved.

The immanent approach should cover both literary tradition (in its broadest sense – as systems) as well as the culture of the tradition made up by the history of various scholarly interpretations of literature. The immanent nature of the study of literature in this sense can be reformulated as the study of a particular cultural tradition – in our case, literature as a cultural reality and literary scholarship belonging to literary culture itself (cf. again “Scientific investigation is not only an instrument for the study of culture but is also part of its object”, Lotman et al. 2013: 77). As a result, the claim for the so-called immanent analysis, strictly in this above-defined sense, must be considered to have validity for the contemporary semiotics of literature to be considered as one “series” in today’s semiotics of culture. We will rely on the above-defined notion of “immanent” analysis, having in mind both the historical tradition of literary culture identified as a

---

5 Cf. Also Jakobson–Tynyanov’s manifesto: “The history of a system is in turn a system” (Jakobson, Tynjanov 1987[1928]: 48).
historical literary semiotic reality of literary texts, and the *historical tradition of (semiotic) literary research*. Together, they will be called the *literary culture tradition*.

In a new era of culture, characterized by the emergence and intensive development of new media and digital culture, which has contributed to the opening of new possibilities in creating an endless variety of multimodal and multimedial cultural texts, the problem lying in the correlation between the methodology of the “immanent” analysis of the part and the methodological approach taken for the overall interpretation of the whole multimodal/multimedial cultural space has become more acute. This contemporary cultural reality creates new questions and requirements in cultural semiotic research in general, as well as in the individual fields of cultural semiotic research, among them, literary semiotics. The question of a new kind of polyglotism of multimodal and multimedial screen culture, arising from translational processes from literary book culture⁶ (later we will come back to this issue under the theoretical label of transposition), raises the problem of the part and the whole in a new and more sophisticated way. For the conceptualization of the correlation between the part (visual, verbal, auditory etc.) and the whole, literary semiotics must rely on the knowledge and interpretation of the relevant literary cultural tradition of certain components preserving their semiotic literariness in the given multimodal/visual construct and also the knowledge of cultural tradition belonging to the other cultural (semiotic) fields from which other components arise.

At the same time, the multiplication of part–whole relationships in culture can also be evaluated from the point of view of the processes of convergence and divergence.⁷ In multimodal and -medial constructs, the creation of the whole shows features of convergence, whereas the distribution of texts via separate channels embodies the cultural phenomenon of divergence.⁸ The analysability of the newest trends in contemporary culture through such recent concepts as, for example, convergence and divergence, can rightfully evoke the Formalist theoretical context with its interpretation

---

⁶ “I would say in relation to communication that we have come from a period in which there had been a stable constellation of the mode of writing with the medium of the book. That had led to a kind of naturalization in which to talk about the mode seemed like talking about the medium: the decline of the book equated with the decline of writing, for instance. The new constellation, culturally increasingly dominant, is that of the mode of the image and the medium of the screen. This will lead to quite new representational forms, new possibilities for communicational action, and new understandings of human social meaning making” (Kress 2004: 446).

⁷ For the interpretation of these concepts, see Jenkins 2006; for their actualization in the field of education, see, Kalogeras 2014; Jenkins 2009.

⁸ “Media content, or texts, that previously were considered as belonging to a specific medium are today produced for audiences through a range of different distribution techniques” (Bolin 2007: 244).
of the relatedness of the cultural parts to each other and the cultural wholes to which they pertain. All this can be further explored within the framework of problems addressed in Juri Lotman's (and the Tartu–Moscow School’s) theory of cultural dynamics.

It is important to stress that in the contemporary constellation of the creation of new artistic cultural products outlined above and their semiotic research (beside multimedial and -modal texts all kinds of transmedial translational/transpositional processes must be taken into account), semiotics of literature can rightfully stress the urgency of allowing the evaluation of *par excellence* literary culture traditions (cf. the artistic and scientific traditions characteristic of literary culture seen in its “immanent” interpretation) in its specific research domain. These methodological considerations, as we can see, arise in the context of the new cultural circulation of literary texts and in the dynamics of their transformation into new cultural products, coming into being through various kinds of textual transpositions. These processes affect the constant transfiguration of the correlations between the cultural part (literary culture) and the cultural whole. Taking it on a smaller scale, we can state that this concerns the relationship between a particular literary text functioning as a whole and new artistic cultural texts within which this very text is converted into various parts. In the light of this problem-complex, the Formalist and the Tartu–Moscow-School heritage in cultural semiotics can be reevaluated from the perspective of the way in which immanent analysis was conceptualized and practised, forming a part of literary culture tradition as a historical system.

Highlighting this methodological aspect of literary semiotics is not only necessary in the interpretation of contemporary culture, but also indispensable in making a new initiative to define the disciplinary identity of literary semiotics and its status within the domain of cultural semiotics. It has been argued that all this is closely linked to the problem of literary dynamics, which concerns not simply the dynamics of the circulation of literary texts in culture, but also the transformation of the semiotic literariness of the text in new cultural constructs. To define the transformation of this semiotic literariness and its new function in new constructs, we necessarily rely on an understanding of literary culture tradition conceived as tradition of artistic and scholarly heritage. This is the reason why, after a long period of the development of universal categories and transfield notions, contributing to semiotic analyses of cultural phenomena belonging to various individual fields, by today it appears vitally important to take another “immanent” look at literary culture tradition regarded as a dynamic historical system. This approach is expected to open up new perspectives for more precise criteria in the disciplinary identification of literary semiotics.

As a result, new perspectives can also be expected to arise in drawing the demarcation lines between literary semiotics and other fields of cultural semiotics, on the one hand, and between the semiotics of literature and cultural semiotics as a whole, on the other. The problematization of the methodology of establishing correlation
between the cultural whole and its parts at the level of scientific description can be heard from researchers of other cultural fields as well. Within the framework of transmedial narratological investigations, Herman (2004: 51) argues for the media-specific study of narratives: “[…] although narratives in different media exploit a common stock of narrative design principles, they exploit them in different, media-specific ways, or rather, in a certain range of ways, determined by the properties of each medium.” Compare this with C. A. Scolari’s statement reflecting the idea of the lack of “universal transmedia experiences”:

Transmedia narrative worlds are a real challenge for communication studies, in particular for narratology and semiotics. Like most media studies, narratology and semiotics have also proposed monomediatic approaches. We have many specific semiotics (semiotics of radio, semiotics of television, semiotics of cinema, semiotics of theater, etc.) but we don’t have a semiotics of transmedia experiences. (Scolari 2013: 47)

In our opinion, in the case of literary semiotics a greater emphasis on the involvement of literary culture tradition (i.e. returning from universal categories to field-specific categories) may lead to a better balance in the coexistence of two methodological trends: (1) moving from individual cultural fields to the interpretation of cultural phenomena in universal categories (cf. text, narrative, mythology, trope, chronotope, etc.), emphasising the common nature of diverse cultural texts; (2) giving priority to the interpretation of the cultural tradition of the sources from which the particular elements of complex cultural constructs emerge.

The latter orientation of being involved more deeply and substantially in the methodological repertoire is reflected in the title of this section in the present paper, conveying the message of reversing the methodological track.

**Analogy between text and culture: Further aspects of the theoretical heritage**

We are returning to the problem of the correlation of text and culture and their mutual functional activities, both in artistic cultural practice and in science, offering analytical descriptions through the application of the notions of text and culture. Proceeding from the same authors of Formalist-Structuralist theory and its heritage (Tynyanov, Jakobson, Lotman), but referring also to Bakhtin, we put the question of the interrelation of text and culture in the light of textual and cultural dynamics in a more concrete fashion and call attention to some of these authors’ key concepts. They contribute to the identification of some interpretations of the analogy between
text and culture, drawn within the framework of the explanation of the phenomena characterized by textual/cultural dynamics. We will not pursue the development of the examined notions and their transformative redefinitions in further evolutionary processes of the relevant points of theory.

As contextualized above, in Tynyanov’s theory the literary work is thought to be related to literature as a whole system through the notion of function pertaining to a textual element. The dynamics of culture cannot be interpreted without taking into account the reciprocal links between the individual “series” within it – this, as also discussed above, already concerns the problem of the relationship between literature as a whole system and other cultural fields in the overall realm of culture. So, cultural dynamics, conceived as the correlation of works or corpuses of texts constituting whole cultural series, and their interrelation with culture as a whole, can be interpreted in terms of dynamics through function directly (syn-function and auto-function) or indirectly (literature with the functions of its components entering the whole cultural system in a “system of systems”; cf. also the role of texts interpreted in respect of their status in the centre and periphery, see first in Tynyanov 1977[1924]).

The creating of an analogy between the literary work (text) and culture, with their dynamic relationships, evolves as a tripartite chain: (1) a component of the literary work; (2) an analogous component of literature – as a result of the analogy, literature must be seen to involve the affiliation of the particular literary work to the whole system of literature; (3) the whole dynamic construct indicated under (2) becomes a component of the overall culture. The creation of analogies linking text(s) and culture is based on the presumption of inclusiveness (literary component → literary work → literature as a system → culture as a system).

In the conceptualization of the literary component, consequently, the presupposition of literariness should be implied (though the term itself is not used in the given context), since, through the triphased dynamic inclusion of text in culture, it is the integration of literature as a whole system which is kept alive in its dynamism. It can be taken for granted, then, that the literary component at the beginning of the integrational dynamic development must emphatically carry the trait of literariness, which, as Tynyanov’s integrational chain testifies, ensures in the long run the status of literature as an integral part of culture. There is no contradiction in this clarification even if we treat the dynamics of the exchange between the central and the peripheral in the cultural space. Once again, from this point of view, the question of the potentialities of the literariness (endowing a peripheral literary phenomenon [text] or a non-literary phenomenon with the above analysed functionality) must be part of the interpretation. It would hardly be imaginable to think of the dynamic cultural exchange between the central and the peripheral without assuming the functionality of the literariness at least potentially present in the phenomena concerned.
The problematization of the centre and the periphery is closely linked to the interpretation of the dominant. This notion cannot be separated from Tynyanov's theoretical ideas, but now we are reminded of the classic definition by Jakobson in his article “The dominant”. It must be stressed in this context that it is a concept enabling us to grasp the dynamics of hierarchical regulation both in an individual text (where the dominant “specifies” the work, cf. Jakobson 1987[1971]: 41) and culture (where the dominant is to be searched for “in the poetic work of an individual artist and […] in the poetic canon, the set of norms of a given poetic school” and “also in the art of a given epoch, viewed as a particular whole”, Jakobson 1987[1971]: 42). Concerning the individual text, the dominant (a) “is a focusing component of the individual work of art: it rules, determines and transforms the remaining components”, being the dominant, the operational rule which “guarantees the integrity of the structure” (Jakobson 1987[1971]: 41), and that includes that (b) the aesthetic function in its capacity of the dominant “permits us to determine the hierarchy of diverse linguistic functions within the poetic work” (Jakobson 1987[1971]: 43). The phenomenon of the dominant is responsible for the nature and the constant transformation of “the relationship between a poetic work and other verbal messages” (Jakobson 1987[1971]: 43). The shifting dominants thus explain cultural evolution in various aspects (for example, the evolution of genre canons). Through the concept of the shifting dominant a dynamic “definition of the artistic work as compared to other sets of cultural values” (Jakobson 1987[1971]: 43) can be achieved. This view of the double function of the dominant, inseparably relating the individual textual and the general cultural dynamics as a whole (i.e. the view of the reciprocity of dynamic processes in text and culture), is embedded in the conceptualization of two aspects of dynamics: (a) hierarchy, (b) integration. It is the dynamics concerning hierarchy and integration which can be explained through the concept of the dominant, projecting the individual work and the culture upon each other: from one perspective, cf. “The hierarchy of artistic devices changes within the framework of a poetic genre; the change, moreover, affects the hierarchy of poetic genres” (Jakobson 1987[1971]: 44); this kind of understanding is deeply rooted in the formalist view of integration: the identification of the dominant may reveal “the multiple functions of a poetic work with a comprehension of its integrity, that is to say, that function which unites and determines the poetic work” (Jakobson 1987[1971]: 43). This, on the basis of Jakobson’s “summary”, can be traced back to Russian Formalist theory.

If, by drawing conclusions from the interpretation of the text–culture relationship in terms of dynamics, we wish to reach the point where we can discuss more general features, pertaining to the explanation of textual and cultural dynamics, then we can fix the notions of ‘relationality’ (see the reciprocal and multiple projection of ‘function’
and ‘dominant’ – all this engendering textual and cultural ‘meaning’), ‘inclusiveness/integration’ and ‘hierarchy’ in terms of which dynamics is interpreted.

In Bakhtin’s conceptualization of dynamics the key concept is ‘dialogue’ (proving to be partly a metaphorical term for interpreting a wide range of ‘relationality’, cf. Holquist 2005; Velmezova 2015). This is explained throughout his oeuvre in the diverse aspects of the manifestations of textual and cultural dynamic reciprocality. At this point, we refer to an earlier article (Kroó 2016), that proposes a typology of four major realms in the interpretation of dialogicity in terms of dynamics (with its relationships to aspects of semantic and semiotic9 dynamics).

This typology is based on the artistic word’s most essential feature, that of being a word event (“событие самого слова”, cf. “an event of discourse itself”). This reveals the dialogic nature of artistic word-utterance in its embodiment, beginning from the smallest verbal segment to the whole of the literary text, primarily the novel – dialogization representing “marked forms for mixing and polemicizing with the discourse of another”. A dialogue, according to Bakhtin’s conviction:

[... in artistic prose, and especially in the novel, [...] penetrates, from within the very way in which the word conceives its object and its means for expressing itself, reformulating the semantics and syntactical structure of discourse. Here dialogic inter-orientation becomes, as it were, an event of discourse itself, animating from within and dramatizing discourse in all its aspects. (Bakhtin 1981: 284, cf. Bakhtin 2012: 37).

As inherent in the dialogic quality, we can reveal transformation, supplied with numerous explicit and implicit direct or metaphorical definitions conveying the idea of the dynamic activity realised by/in the word. This leads the word to give birth to new meaning conceived as a kind of transcendence based on the permanent modification and transfiguration of the expression and its content: “The theme is always transcendental to language [...] the entire utterance, like a speech performance, is directed at the theme” (Caryl Emerson’s translation;10 cf. Medvedev [Bakhtin] 2000: 309). Dialogue engenders semantics in terms of emergence (“becoming” – “становление”), concerning (a) the participants in the communicational situation, the subjects of the word, creating new sense, and also its addressee; (b) the word

9 For the first interpretation of the distinction between the semiotic and the semantic in Bakhtin, see Ivanov 1976.

10 The translator has made an important comment on the given passage: “‘Transcendental to’ is used by Bakhtin as it is used in Idealist philosophy: an item unavailable to direct cognition because it lies beyond the boundaries of experience.” We express our gratitude to Caryl Emerson for translating this and another passage below from Bakhtin for this article and also for her comment.
itself in all of its dialogical relationships; and (c) the contexts of heteroglossia
(a diversity of speech types [“разноречие”] and also, the diversity of languages
[“разноязычие”] and individual voices, i.e. multivoicedness [“разноголосица”]). The
theme – according to Voloshinov/Bakhtin “is a complex, dynamic system of signs that
attempts to be adequate to a given instant of generative process. Theme is reaction
by the consciousness in its generative process to the generative process of existence”

This emergence/becoming in metaphoric terms is interpreted as “struggle” of
“accents”, resulting in “multiaccentuality” (“многоакцентность”, Vološinov 1973:
“экспрессивные интонации”, Medvedev [Bakhtin] 2000: 326), and also non-dialogic
abstract linguistic meaning can be, for example, “subsumed under theme and torn
apart by theme’s living contradictions so as to return in the shape of a new meaning”
through the notion of the many-faceted dialogicity, is the strongest ontological and
epistemological force in the transformational dynamics of creation and the emergence/
becoming (“становление”) of the addresser and the addressee of the dialogical word,
and the emergence and development of permanently transfiguring words/texts seen
on a scale taking numerous variants and pertaining to various cultures. This can be
conceptualized in terms of continuity (cf. the word – the translational context of the
word – and the new word, etc.). In this spirit, processes of cultural evolution can be
identified and their historicity clarified.11

In an attempt to show a possible typology, starting from literary text dynamics
inseparably related to the broader framework of cultural dynamics, we call attention
to the following perspectives.

(1) The conceiving by the word of its object (“концептирование словом своего
предмета”) – here dialogicity is revealed in the object of the utterance, manifesting
itself in the interaction with “the already bespoke quality” of the object (Bakhtin
1981: 331; see “оговоренность”, cf. Bakhtin 2012: 85) – “For the prose writer, the
object is a focal point for heteroglot voices among which his own voice must also
sound” (Bakhtin 1981: 278; cf. Bakhtin 2012: 32); compare this with the idea: “And
an artistic representation, an ‘image’ of the object, may be penetrated by this dialogic
play of verbal intentions that meet and are interwoven in it […]” (Bakhtin 1981: 277;
cf. Bakhtin 2012: 31); and see also:

11 Caryl Emerson points to the fact that “[w]hat Baxtin seems to have sought was newness
that did not stress the autonomy of the present or the future, but that addressed the past in
unanticipated, productive ways – and invited similar approaches to itself” (Emerson 1988:
507–508). The idea of unanticipatedness was a source of inspiration coming from Bakhtin to
Lotman. For the relationship between Lotman’s and Bakhtin’s thinking, see Egorov 1999.
The word, breaking through to its own meaning and its own expression across an environment full of alien words and variously evaluating accents, harmonizing with some of the elements in this environment and striking a dissonance with others, is able, in this dialogized process, to shape its own stylistic profile and tone. (Bakhtin 1981: 277; cf. Bakhtin 2012: 31)

In the domain of semiotics this leads to the possibility of explaining literary meaning-generation in internal and external contexts, in the light of dialogical relationships emerging in various aspects:

The problem of understanding (the problem of another’s word). Two consciousnesses. The first consciousness (the object that is understood and interpreted) is not simply another’s individual consciousness, but a specific cultural consciousness, the consciousness of a specific epoch, cultural sector, specific social group. – The meeting of two consciousnesses, of two times (two epochs); both co-participate creatively and both are mutually enriched. – The theme is always transcendental to language [...] the entire utterance, like a speech performance, is directed at the theme. (Caryl Emerson’s translation; cf. Bakhtin 2002: 402–403)

To conclude under this first category of the given typological systematization, we mean the cultural-semantic dynamics of the word. This also includes the historical cultural dynamics (genre memory).

(2) Dialogue, as the correlation between the self and the other, in the sense of the active mutual (responsive) understanding of the communicational partners – this can be labelled as the communicational-hermeneutic semantic dynamics of the word. In a literary text this perspective of semantic dynamics might involve the interpretation of the explicit semantic model of the dialogue, but may also imply the relationship between the text and the reader in the course of reception, as well as the various semantic models of this relationship as created in the literary text (for example through the modelling of the interpretative competence of heroes, narrators, etc.).

As compared to the dynamics indicated above in (1), a significant difference can be detected in this respect: “This new form of internal dialogism of the word is different from that form determined by an encounter with an alien word within the object itself: here it is not the object that serves as the arena for the encounter, but rather the subjective belief system of the listener” (Bakhtin 1981: 282; cf. Bakhtin 2012: 36).

(3) The language of the novel as a system – here, dynamics is engendered by the systematization of the components revealing themselves in structures of heteroglossia (“разноречие”), language and linguistic diversity (“разноязычие”) and multivoicedness (“разноголосица”), embodied in various narrative, character, chronotopic, motivic, intertextual, etc. formations integrated into a complex system within the text. This can be conceptualized as the system dynamics of the literary text – cf.
These distinctive links and interrelationships between utterances and languages, this movement of the theme through different languages and speech types, its dispersion into the rivulets and droplets of social heteroglossia, its dialogization—this is the basic distinguishing feature of the stylistics of the novel (Bakhtin 1981: 263; cf. Bakhtin 2012: 16);

See further:

And this stratification and heteroglossia, once realized, is not only a static invariant of linguistic life, but also what insures its dynamics: stratification and heteroglossia widen and deepen as long as language is alive and developing. Alongside the centripetal forces, the centrifugal forces of language carry on their uninterrupted work; alongside verbal-ideological centralization and unification, the uninterrupted processes of decentralization and disunification go forward. (Bakhtin 1981: 272; cf. Bakhtin 2012: 25).

In its essence, this feature of textual dynamics ensures the semantic dynamics of integration.

(4) Integration, as also demonstrated in the previous quotation, in itself implies processes of decentralization and disjunction. Bakhtin's interpretation of dynamics is significantly characterized by the identification of textual and cultural movements, the interpretation of which can be seen from the point of view of the semantic dynamics of distancing. This dynamics is embodied in the orientation of the word (utterance, text) beyond itself. Here the explanation of the modelling of the word can be mentioned (cf. the word about the word), which makes it possible to speak, in a newer terminology, about the metaconstructions analysed by Bakhtin. In this respect we can take into consideration all of the manifestations when metawords/-utterances/-texts referencing or in some way reflecting upon other words/utterances/texts/languages/cultures are voiced. This may lead to the construction of whole metatexts (metacultural texts) in the literary work.¹²

To sum up the investigational orientations examined in Bakhtin's theory, we can conclude that in all the revealed aspects of text dynamics (relying on the function of the word in the context of the utterance), text and culture are, and must be, read side by side. The dialogical nature of the word cannot be conceived without its correlation with an infinite number of cultural components entering the word in the course of the dynamic interaction of text and culture.

Finally, we will not dwell long on Lotman's well-known interpretation of the interrelation of text and culture. His conceptualization is deeply rooted in Tynyanovian, Jakobsonian and Bakhtinian heritage. When remembering Lotman's inter-

¹² We apply the notion/term 'distancing' in a sense different from Kristeva 2001: 223.
pretation of textual and cultural dynamics, it is important to pay attention to textual hierarchization (we could call this *interlevel dynamics*), presupposing the *distancing* and *integrational semantic processes*. These involve meaning exchanges entailing transformation in various forms of communication between text and culture. Lotman’s terms of the extratextual and the intratextual, the stress put on the explanation of the function of textual borders and the conviction of the analysability and interpretability of culture in terms of textual processes, shown in the perspective of cultural evolution, stand alongside the clarification of the functionality of texts within culture and culture within a single text. How the *part–whole* problematics is an organic component of the given issue, that has been dealt with earlier in this paper.

**Text and culture – new perspectives**

The components of the theoretical heritage discussed above, with their emphasis on the two-direction movement of literary texts from *text to culture* and from *culture to text*, show conspicuous common features, speaking about the nature of literary dynamics. These are linked to operations of *inclusiveness/integration, distancing and hierarchization* leading to *transformation* (transgressing, “going beyond”). Our suggestion would be to establish broad categories in which the most significant aspects of dynamics can be studied and classified. If these categories are set up, it is possible to put side by side the examination of the dynamics working within the literary text (with its internal interaction with culture) and the investigation of the dynamics working through the literary text when it goes beyond itself, entering the larger cultural space in cultural-textual communicational acts. This may prove to be a productive way of finding an answer to the dilemmas of the disciplinary identification of semiotics of literature and semiotics of culture.

The main categories under which the crucial aspects of textual/cultural dynamics will be examined are the following:

1. mediation;
2. transposition;
3. temporality–spatiality.

Some of their textual/cultural phenomena, to which we plan to return in later papers, include:

*mediation*: cultural connections, relational semantics, interpretation and translation as mediation, the dialogue between addressee and addressee of cultural texts and communication modelled in them, mediatory structures, etc.;

*transposition*: meaning generation, transferring shifts, semantic transformations, interlevel dynamics, text–metatext, structural-semantic inclusion, integration, hierarchization, translation as transposition, transmedial translation, etc;
temporality–spatiality: processuality, disruption, disjunction, statics/stillness vs. dynamics, narration vs. description, gradual change vs. explosive change (“explosion”), the temporal-spacial, chronotopes,13 centre–periphery, etc.

In this paper we have referred to the historical context of a cultural heritage which originates in Russian Formalism. However, investigational efforts put into “new literary semiotics”, have also voiced the strength and the validity of other directions in theoretical heritage. These are linked to the Peircean tradition and the pragmatic orientation in literary semiotics. In his overview of a new methodological trend, emerging in the last decade of the 20th and the first decade of this century, Harri Veivo identifies a new phase of development for literary semiotics, bringing about new inquires in three major fields: “[...] the analysis of language–world relationship, imaginative reading, and interpretation as dialogic production of shared knowledge” (Veivo 2007: 41). There has been significant research done in these domains,14 and also in revealing that kind of research productivity which theoretically and methodologically must be linked to Peirce’s semiotics. The categories set up for a synthetizing investigation into literary/cultural dynamics and semiotic literariness can be regarded as facilitating the scope of the benefit to be taken from the achievements of these two parallel, and in many regards overlapping (cf. Kiryushchenko 2012), methodological fields (each representing its own special foci in common fields of research). Mediation, semantic motivation, processuality, the dialogic/polylogic nature in artistic referentiality, the text–reader relationship, etc. are issues which are expected to be investigated in every aspect of the research object (dynamics and semiotic literariness) raised in the present paper and included in the three major categories suggested above. These are, consequently, not categories which divide, drawing a rigid demarcation line between the so-called structuralist and pragmatic semiotic

13 Cf. “...the Bakhtinian heritage helps contemporary semiotics of culture in understanding culture and text as temporal–spatial (chronotopical) systems” (Torop 2017: 322).
literary studies. On the contrary, that part of the formalist–structuralist tradition which we have examined in this introductory paper explaining our future direction, demonstrates the possibility of a fruitful synthesis to be achieved in literary semiotics.\textsuperscript{15} To identify the real scope of this semiotic field as an independent discipline may only be achieved on the basis of this synthesis.\textsuperscript{16}
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Text dynamics: Renewing challenges for semiotics of literature


Динамика текста – неустанный вызов семиотике литературы

В статье анализируется проблема текстовой и культурной динамики в контексте семиотической литературности, являющейся объектом изучения в последующих работах авторов настоящей статьи по семиотике литературы. Целью исследования данной проблемы является дисциплинарное определение семиотики литературы как автономной сферы науки и ее связи с семиотикой культуры. Первым шагом является раскрытие корреляции между текстом/культурой посредством понятия динамики, как ее можно исторически реконструировать на основе традиций формалистской и структуралистской теории (Тынянов – функция, Якобсон – доминанта), а также наследия Ю. Лотмана (соотношение текста – культуры) и М. Бахтина (диалог). Понятия инклюзивности/интеграции, дистанцирования и иерархизации интерпретированы в упомянутом теоретическом контексте. На данных традициях основываются три базовые категории для достижения анализируемости текстовой/культурной динамики и намечаются дальнейшие аспекты функции динамики. Предложенная категоризация допускает параллельное изучение динамики литературного текста и культуры в более широком масштабе: (1) посредничество – различные культурные контакты, семантика, заложенная в корреляциях разного типа, интерпретация и перевод как формы посредничества, диалог между отправителем и получателем текста культуры и моделей, в них участников коммуникации, структуры посредничества и т.д.; (2) транспозиция – порождение значения, сдвиги, приводящие к смысловым переносам, семантические трансформации, межуровневая динамика, соотношение ‘текст–метатекст’, структурно-семантическое вовлечение, интеграция, иерархизация, перевод как транспозиция, трансмедиийный перевод и т.д.; (3) темпоральность–пространственность – процессуальность, прерывание, разъединение, статика/приостановленность vs. динамика, повествование vs. описание, постепенное изменение vs. взрыв, система пространственно-временных мотивов, гетеротопы, центр–периферия и т.д.; Предложенная классификация и имплицированное понятие деление могут послужить для синтеза «структуральной» и пирсовской теоретической и методологической направлений в семиотике литературы. Тем самым может быть дан толчок для более точного определения дисциплинарных рамок семиотики литературы и приобретения новых средств анализа при толковании специфики литературно-семиотического свойства определенных компонентов (или целостного художественного оформления) мультимодальных и трансмедиийных явлений. Аналогично может исследование привести к большему осознанию необходимости методологического сосуществования подходов, (1) направленных от определенной сферы культуры (традиции литературной культуры) к общей семиотике культуры и (2) направленных на
возвращение от универсальных трансдисциплинарных понятий к литератуурной куль-турсу, включая исторические традиции как искусства (объектный уровень), так и науч-ной интерпретации (метауровень).

Текст динамика – кирджандуссемиотика лаккатаму вялжакутсе

Артикkel аналүüüsib teksti ja kultuuri динамиакат semiootilise kirjanduslikkuse kontekstis. Semiootiline kirjanduslikkus on autorite kirjandussemiootiliste ühistööde jätkuv uurimisobjekt. Uurimistöö eesmärgiks antud valdkonnas on kirjandussemiootika määratlemine omaette teadusala ja suhtes kultuurisemiootikasse. Esimeseks sammaks on teksti ja kultuuri vaheline korrelatsiooni tuvastamine динаамика mõiste kaudu, toetudes selle mõiste ajaloolisel rekons-труеримisel vormikoolkonna ja strukturnisismi teooriatele (Төнжанов – функціон, Jakobson – dominant), aga ka Lotmani (seosed teksti ja kultuuri vahel) ja Bahtini (diacool) pärandile. Antud теоретilises kontekstis on тõlgendatud mõiste 'инклюзивус/интегратсіоон', 'дистанційне' ja 'хіерархічне'. Viidatud traditsioonidel põhineb kolm teksti ja kultuuri динаамика аналүüsitavust tagavat aluskategooriat. Need võimaldavad üldimal tasandil teksti ja kultuuri parallelesл uurimist: (1) vahendamine – erinevad kultuurikontaktid, erinevatest korrelatsioonidest tulenev semantika, тõlgendamine ja тõlge kui vahendamise viisid, культу-ритехстіатъта ja vastuvõtja vaheline diaalog; (2) transpositsioon – tähendusloome, semantilisi ülekandeid tekitavad nihked, semantilised transformatsoonid, тасандite vaheline динаамика, „teksti – метатексті“ suhted, strukturnalsemantiline kaasamine, integratsiooni, hierarhiseerimine, тõlge kui transpositsioon, transmedialine тõlge jne; (3) ajalis-ruumilisus – проєктнір-булис, katkestus, лахутамина, статика и пататиус в динаамика, jutustamine vs kirjeldamine, järkjaergüli muutumine vs plahvatus, ajalis-ruumiliste motiivide süsteem, kronootoobid, keskus-perifeeria jne. Pakutud klassifikatsiooni võib kaasa aidata “структуралистичну” ja Peirce’ist lähtuvate теоретилісті және методологілісті супернад сүннетел кирджандуссемиотикка. Сеe võib anda tõuke kirjandussemiootikka дистсцілінаарсе рамаї тăпсемаакс мăяратлемісеакс және ван ана-лүüсівайехдіті leidîseks multimodalsete және transmedialстіе шинтісті кирджандуссемиотіліліс eripära selgitanimes компоненті вонь буйдічі треба тасанділ. Аналогіліс вонь антук uurimus aidata paremini teadvustada nende lăhenemisviiside paratamatut metodологіlist koosolu, mis (1) seovad mingi kultuurisfääri (kirjanduskultuuri tradiції) üldise kultuu-risemiootikaga ja (2) toetavad naasmist universtaalsete transdistсілінаарсет відістє жуест кирджандскультури, kaasates nii kunsti (обєкційна) kui teadusliku тõlgendamise (метатасанд) ajaloolised tradiціїон.